Stuart Wai Shing, LAU
The Mode of High Emotion: The Power of Screening, The Spell of Dream Articulating
The word “screening” connotes two different meanings—the act of “carrying,” like when
picture are carried on the reel of a motion picture, and the act of “filtering” as well as
sheltering, covering, hiding, and erasure. If you think carefully, the two meanings are
contradictory: the first retains, while the latter discards. Together, however, they function like
a set of cogs in a wheel that generate “magic” in our minds. By magic, I mean deep thinking
that helps us to resist the “superficialization” (my invention) being created by fast
webbrowsing practices, which only inspires immediate and shallow emotions. These days, I
train myself by asking “Why not ” instead of “Why.” I not only ask ‘why’ something is said,
but also what sorts of things are not being said. This practice has led me to some really great
discoveries. Let me further elaborate on this idea with concrete scenes from Jörg Müller’s
picture book The Steadfast Tin Soldier, awarded with the “Hans Christian Anderson Award”
in 1994.

As some of you perhaps recall, The Brave Tin Solider features a tin soldier’s love for a paper
ballerina. A goblin toy, however, pushes the tin soldier from the windowsill into the street,
where he falls into the gutter, is carried to sea, and is swallowed by a fish. When the fish is
cut open, however, the soldier returns to the room in which the story begins, and is unjustly
tossed into the fireplace. The ballerina follows shortly after, and they are eternally united in
love. In Muller’s version, however, the soldier is found in a trash heap in a third world
country.
Muller’s version is told entirely in pictures. While reading, I accidentally discovered a
difference in the depiction of parents in the first and third-world countries. In the first-world
picture, only the “hands as parent” are visible as a baby is handed a potentially dangerous
sharp-edged soldier. My “why not” thinking regards this as incredibly absent-minded. In the
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third-world picture, however, the father’s face is clearly shown making toys from the trash for
his son to play with, an act of consideration. The “absent face scenes,” it seems, are the
remnants of Müller’s screening process, the frame he deliberately leaves us with to criticize
materialism in well-developed societies. Following this clue, we can conjecture that Muller
changed the word “Brave” in the original to “Steadfast” in his the book title to highlight the
deeper moral quality of steadfastness, rather than focusing on the superficial bravery of
adventure.
I therefore worked out a formula to retain my first inspiration when I’m observing an event
and a second formula to maintain its high emotion in my poetry when I return from work:
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“Studium” and “punctum” here derive from Roland Barthes’ book of critical writings,
Camera Lucida. “Studium” is an objective view while the “punctum” (meaning “wound” or
“pinhole,” from Latin) is subject-oriented, and acts as a “trigger.” Observers with similar
cultural backgrounds might see a similar “studium,’ while some might be struck by different
punctums.
I’ll explain using my own experiences. Before I came and joined the IWP, I saw the picture of
a kiwi and its egg. The disproportions of the picture are perhaps striking to many. For me,
however, it also signified the writer generating his “ultimate motif.” But then, because there
was little emotion to hold my attention in the image, I forgot about it entirely. Since coming
here to the IWP, however, I stumbled across these strange proportions once again in the
Natural History Museum. When I was reacquainted with the scene I felt like I had
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a stroke. “Oh! I am Kiwi, I am at the stage of “the egg with legs”!” The solitude in its eye
became my “punctum.” It resonated with my experience in Iowa, and the work I will carry
inside me all my life. So, certainly I will have to finish a “Kiwi” poem if there are no readings
or panel discussions this week. I know I am complaining. However, Mary’s statement comes
to mind. “Don’t complain, you are a writer, you can make it.” Yes, however before I make
“the egg” I know I must first make the cycle between the two formulae to retain my high
emotion. It’s goes without saying that this cycle is the spell of articulating the dream held in
“the egg.”
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